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Recollections : ten stories on five themes
An anthology of ten short stories by well-known modern authors. The
stories are arranged in pairs and explore five themes which reflect
critical moments in the lives of the central characters, from youth to old
age.

Ten little Indians
Alexie, Sherman
Sherman Alexie offers nine poignant and emotionally resonant stories
about Native Americans who find themselves at personal and cultural
crossroads. In 'The Life and Times of Estelle Walks Above', an
intellectual feminist Spokane Indian woman saves the lives of dozens of
white women all around her, to the bewilderment of her only child. In
'Do You Know Where I Am?' two college sweethearts rescue a lost cat - a
simple act that has profound moral consequences for the rest of their
lives together. In 'What You Pawn I Will Redeem', a homeless Indian
man must raise $1,000 in twenty-four hours to buy back the fancy
dance outfit stolen from his grandmother fifty years earlier.
The boy in the striped pyjamas
Boyne, John
Berlin, 1942: When Bruno returns home from school one day, he
discovers that his belongings are being packed in crates. His father has
received a promotion and the family must move to a new house far, far
away, where there is no one to play with and nothing to do. A tall fence
stretches as far as the eye can see and cuts him off from the strange
people in the distance.
But Bruno longs to be an explorer and decides that there must be more
to this desolate new place than meets the eye. While exploring his new
environment, he meets another boy whose life and circumstances are
very different from his own, and their meeting results in a friendship
that has devastating consequences.

The adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Conan Doyle, Sir Arthur
Containing some of Sherlock Holmes’s most famous cases, in which his
eagle eye and brilliant brain are stretched to their limits.

Boy
Dahl, Roald
Roald Dahl tells the story of his own early days, from his birth in Wales
to his years at boarding school in England.

Skipping Christmas
Grisham, John
Imagine a year without Christmas. No crowded shops, no corny office
parties, no fruitcakes, no unwanted presents. That's just what Luther
and Nora Krank have in mind when they decide that, just this once,
they'll skip the holiday altogether. Theirs will be the only house on the
street without a rooftop Frosty the snowman; they won't be hosting
their annual Christmas Eve bash; they aren't even going to have a tree.
They won't need one, because come December 25 they're setting sail on
a Caribbean cruise. But, as this weary couple is about to discover,
skipping Christmas brings enormous consequences - and isn't half as
easy as they'd imagined.

The curious incident of the dog in the night-time
Haddon, Mark
Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world
and their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well
to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot
stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow.
Although gifted with a superbly logical brain, for fifteen-year-old
Christopher everyday interactions and admonishments have little
meaning. He lives on patterns, rules, and a diagram kept in his pocket.
Then one day, a neighbor's dog, Wellington, is killed and his carefully
constructive universe is threatened. Christopher sets out to solve the
murder in the style of his favourite (logical) detective, Sherlock Holmes.
What follows makes for a novel that is funny, poignant and fascinating
in its portrayal of a person whose curse and blessing are a mind that
perceives the world entirely literally.
The girl on the train
Hawkins, Paula
EVERY DAY THE SAME
Rachel takes the same commuter train every morning and night. Every
day she rattles down the track, flashes past a stretch of cozy suburban
homes, and stops at the signal that allows her to daily watch the same
couple breakfasting on their deck. She’s even started to feel like she
knows them. Jess and Jason, she calls them. Their life—as she sees it—is
perfect. Not unlike the life she recently lost.
UNTIL TODAY
And then she sees something shocking. It’s only a minute until the train
moves on, but it’s enough. Now everything’s changed. Unable to keep it
to herself, Rachel goes to the police. But is she really as unreliable as
they say? Soon she is deeply entangled not only in the investigation but
in the lives of everyone involved. Has she done more harm than good?
How to be good
Hornby, Nick
Katie Carr is certainly trying to be. That's why she became a GP. That's
why she cares about Third World debt and homelessness, and struggles
to raise her children with a conscience. It's also why she puts up with
her husband David, the self-styled Angriest Man in Holloway. But one
fateful day, she finds herself in a Leeds parking lot, having just slept
with another man. What Katie doesn't yet realize is that her fall from
grace is just the first step on a spiritual journey more torturous than the
interstate at rush hour. Because, prompted by his wife's actions, David
is about to stop being angry. He's about to become good--not politically
correct, organic-food-eating good, but good in the fashion of the
Gospels. And that's no easier in modern-day Holloway than it was in
ancient Israel.

The No.1 ladies’ detective agency
McCall Smith, Alexander
The No. 1 Ladies' Detective Agency series tells the story of the
delightfully cunning and enormously engaging Precious Ramotswe, who
is drawn to her profession to “help people with problems in their lives.”
Immediately upon setting up shop in a small storefront in Gaborone,
she is hired to track down a missing husband, uncover a con man, and
follow a wayward daughter. But the case that tugs at her heart, and
lands her in danger, is a missing eleven-year-old boy, who may have
been snatched by witchdoctors.

Hateship, friendship, courtship, loveship, marriage
Munro, Alice
A tough-minded housekeeper jettisons the habits of a lifetime because
of a teenager’s practical joke. A college student visiting her brassy,
unconventional aunt stumbles on an astonishing secret and its meaning
in her own life. An incorrigible philanderer responds with unexpected
grace to his wife’s nursing-home romance.
Hateship, Friendship, Courtship, Loveship, Marriage is Munro at her
best, tirelessly observant, serenely free of illusion, deeply and gloriously
humane.
My sister lives on the mantelpiece
Pitcher, Annabel
Ten-year-old Jamie hasn't cried since it happened. He knows he should
have—Jasmine cried, Mum cried, Dad still cries. Roger didn't, but then
he is just a cat and didn't know Rose that well, really.
Everyone kept saying it would get better with time, but that's just one of
those lies that grown-ups tell in awkward situations. Five years on, it's
worse than ever: Dad drinks, Mum's gone and Jamie's left with
questions that he must answer for himself.
This is his story, an unflinchingly real yet heart-warming account of a
young boy's struggle to make sense of the loss that tore his family
apart.
Grey area and other stories
Self, Will
Nine new stories from the fiendishly witty Will Self, whose limitless
imagination and technical brilliance have made him one of the most
highly praised comic writers.

Dead simple
Billingham, Mark
A woman reports a crime to the police, with unexpected results
The grieving widow who finds that she's about to lose more than just
her husband
When a man attempts the perfect murder, it's not quite as easy as he
thinks
Two men in prison play a deadly game of Scrabble
A young woman tries to trick an old man and gets more than she
bargained for
Sometimes crimes are solved in ways you can't explain
A murderer about to be hanged finds that's not the worst thing that can
happen
You never know who's going to turn up at your door
Too good to be true
Cleeves, Ann
When young teacher Anna Blackwell is found dead in her home, the
police think her death was suicide or a tragic accident. After all,
Stonebridge is a quiet country village in the Scottish Borders, where
murders just don't happen.
But Detective Inspector Jimmy Perez soon arrives from far-away
Shetland when his ex-wife, Sarah, asks him to look into the case. The
local gossips are saying that her new husband, Tom, was having an
affair with Anna. Could Tom have been involved with her death? Sarah
refuses to believe it - but needs proof.
Anna had been a teacher. She must have loved kids. Would she kill
herself knowing there was nobody to look after her daughter? She had
seemed happier than ever before she died. And to Perez, this suggests
not suicide, but murder…
Looking for Captain Poldark
Coleman, Rowan
Lisa has sworn off love and relationships after a really bad experience,
but lately she’s been tempted to take a chance on a more exciting life.
First she meets other fans of the TV show Poldark online. Then she
proposes a very special road trip to Cornwall, in search of where their
favourite show is being filmed.
But can four strangers find friendship, as well as a certain sexy hunk on
their trip south?

Dead man talking
Doyle, Roddy
Pat had been best friends with Joe Murphy since they were kids. But
years ago they had a fight. A big one, and they haven’t spoken since --till the day before Joe’s funeral.
What? On the day before his funeral Joe would be dead, wouldn’t he?
Yes, he would…

Inspector Chopra & the million dollar motor car
Khan, Vaseem
The Premier No.1 Garage is the place to go in Mumbai if you want a
luxury car. Even Mumbai's biggest gangster shops there - he's just
ordered a classic race car worth millions.
But now the car is gone. Stolen from a locked room, in the middle of the
night.
Who stole it? The mechanic who is addicted to gambling? The angry exworker? The car thief pulling off one last job?
And how on earth did they make it vanish from the locked garage?
Inspector Chopra has just days to find the culprit - and the missing car before its gangster owner finds out ... and takes violent revenge.
Pictures or it didn't happen
Hannah, Sophie
After Chloe and her daughter Freya are rescued from disaster by a man
who seems too good to be true, Chloe decides she must find him again
to thank him. But instead of meeting her knight in shining armour, she
comes across a woman called Nadine Caspian who warns her to stay
well away from him. The man is dangerous, Nadine claims, and a
compulsive liar. Alarmed, Chloe asks her what she means, but Nadine
will say no more.
Chloe knows that the sensible choice would be to walk away - after all,
she doesn't know anything about this man. But she is too curious. What
could Nadine have meant? And can Chloe find out the truth without
putting herself and her daughter in danger?

The other side of you
Craig, Amanda
Hurt, hungry and afraid, he comes to an abandoned house in a different
part of the city. Behind its high fences is a place of safety. Here, he can
hide like a wounded beast. He can find food, and healing - and learn
how to do more than survive.
But when Will meets Padma, he must choose between his good side
and his bad one. For the gang he left behind is still there. How can he
live without becoming a killer? How can he love without being a thief?

Beyond the bounty
Parsons, Tony
From the number one bestselling author comes a swashbuckling tale of
mutiny and murder in paradise . . .
Even Paradise can turn into a nightmare . . .
The Mutiny on the Bounty is the most famous uprising in naval history.
Led by Fletcher Christian, a desperate crew cast sadistic Captain Bligh
adrift. They swap cruelty and the lash for easy living in the island
heaven of Tahiti. However, paradise turns out to have a darker side . . .
Mr Christian dies in terrible agony. The Bounty burns. Cursed by
murder and treachery, the rebels’ dreams turn to nightmares, and all
hope of seeing England again is lost forever.
A story of low treachery and high adventure, murder under the palm
trees, trouble in paradise and a lost Eden in the South Seas.

Hello mum
Evaristo, Bernardine
It's a hot summer afternoon. Tension is in the air. A gang of youths on
bikes gathers outside a chip shop. A teenage boy is stabbed and left
bleeding on the street.
The boy's motherwonders how this could have happened to her son.
She is full of questions, but when the answers lie so close to home, are
they really what she wants to hear?

Life's too short : True stories about life at work
McDermid, Val
Whether we love it or hate it, work has a huge impact on our lives and
in recent times working life has totally changed. So what is life really like
at work today?
From builder to baker to social care worker, these writers let us know.
Some of their stories might surprise you. Some will make you laugh and
some might make you cry. The one thing they all prove is that you can
never be sure what your working day will bring.

On the rock
Mcnab, Andy
This is the call he is always ready for. They’ve had word of a planned
attack. That’s why he’s back here, opposite some suit who’s trying to tell
him what he needs to do. But he knows exactly what’s required.
Four men. Plain clothes. Eyes peeled.
Three targets. Two cases. One car.
Gibraltar isn’t an ideal location. Too many people. Too many blind
alleys. But then again, he’s not the terrorist. Who knows what goes
through their minds? Well, he will soon. If everything goes to plan.

One good turn
Ryan, Chris
1917, Western Front, Ypres
A soldier wakes up in a damp, dark basement. He can't get out. He is
covered in mud.His skin is badly burned. And he can't remember
anything. But his nightmare doesn't end there.
He is tried and found guilty of cowardice, impersonating a fellow soldier
and theft. He can barely speak, let alone defend himself. As the verdict
is passed and he learns that the death sentence awaits him, he
remembers two things: that he took something from a dead man in the
trenches, and that the name his accusers have been calling him is not
his.
With time slipping away, Chris Ransom must try to remember the
events that have led him to this moment, so that he can clear his name
and save himself.
Twentieth-Century Stories

Wrong time, wrong place
Kernick, Simon
Have you ever been in the wrong place at the wrong time?
You are hiking in the Scottish highlands with three friends when you
come across a girl.
She is half-naked, has been badly beaten, and she can’t speak English.
She is clearly running away from someone.
Do you stop to help her? Even if it means putting your friends’ lives –
and your own - in terrible danger?

